APPENDIX I

RED-COCKADE WOODPECKER (RCW)
FORAGING PARTION FIGURES FOR THE
STANDARD FOR MANAGED STABILITY (SMS)
AND RECOVERY STANDARDS (RS),
ALTERNATIVES A AND B, MANEUVER CENTER
OF EXCELLENCE PROJECTS
Appendix Figure I-51. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster D17-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-52. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster D17-03 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-53. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster **D17-04R** using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-54. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster E02-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-55. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster E04-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-56. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster F02-01R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-57. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster HCC-08R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-58. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster **HCC-10R** using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-59. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster HCC-11R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-60. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster J01-02R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-61. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster J02-02R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-62. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster J06-03 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-63. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K02-01R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-64.  Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K08-03 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-65. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster \textbf{K08-04} using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-66. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K09-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-67. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K09-02R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-68. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K09-03R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-69. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K11-02 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-70. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster **K11-04R** using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-71. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K12-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-72. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster **K13-02** using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-73. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster **K13-04** using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-74. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K13-05R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-75. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K13-06 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-76. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K21-02R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-77. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster K21-05R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-78. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster KPR-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-79.  Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster L02-02R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative A, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-80. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster L02-02R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-81. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster L03-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative A, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-82. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster L03-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-83. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M01-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-84. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M08-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-85. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M08-02a using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-86. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M08-02b using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-87. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M08-04R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative A, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-88. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M08-04R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-89. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster M08-05R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-90. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster N01-02 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-91. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster 001-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative A, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-92. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster O01-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-93. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster 001-02 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative A, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-94. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster 001-02 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternative B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-95. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster O01-03 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-96. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster O01-04R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-97. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster 002-01R using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-98. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster 003-01 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-99. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster O03-02 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.
Appendix Figure I-100. Red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) habitats within the 0.5 mile radius foraging partition for Cluster O03-03 using the Standard for Managed Stability and the Recovery Standard (USFWS 2003) for proposed Maneuver Center of Excellence projects, Alternatives A and B, Fort Benning, Georgia.